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Abstract:
FlexRay is a communication protocol developed by the FlexRay Consortium. The core members of
the Consortium are Freescale Semiconductor, Robert Bosch GmbH, NXP Semiconductors, BMW,
Volkswagen, Daimler, and General Motors, and the protocol was respectively oriented towards
embedded systems in the automotive domain. This paper presents a formal specification of the
FlexRay protocol using the FocusST framework. This work extends our previous research of formal
specifications of this protocol using Focus formal language.
1 INTRODUCTION
The FlexRay Consortium developed approx.
20 years ago a time-triggered protocol for em-
bedded systems in vehicles, cf. [22]. The core
advantages of this protocol, in comparison for
event-driven protocols, are deterministic real-
time message transmission, fault tolerance, in-
tegrated functionality for clock synchronisation,
and higher bandwidth. FlexRay static cyclic
communication schedules and system-wide syn-
chronous clocks allow to apply distributed control
algorithms used in drive-by-wire applications.
In our previous work [31, 18, 19, 20], we intro-
duced the FlexRay specification using the Focus
specification language [6] and the correspond-
ing verification using the Isabelle/HOL theorem
prover [23], cf. also [31, 32, 37]. That formal-
ization was based on the “Protocol Specification
2.0”[12].
In this paper we present an extended version of
this specification: we apply the FocusST frame-
work to allow for a better readability as well as
highlighting the timing aspects of the specifica-
tion.
Outline: Section 2 introduces the basic prin-
ciples of the FocusST framework. Section 3
presents the core features of the FlexRay proto-
col along with their formal specifications in Fo-
cusST . Section 4 discusses the related work. Fi-
nally, Section 5 summarises the paper.
2 FOCUSST
FocusST [39, 41] is an extension of the Focus
framework to increase the readability and under-
standability of the formal specification. The Fo-
cusST specification layout is similar to Focus,
but it has a number of new features based on hu-
man factor analysis within formal methods, cf.
[46, 34, 36].
The first step towards elaboration the Fo-
cusST framework was the optimisation of the Fo-
cus specification layout were discussed in [35]. In
both frameworks, specifications are based on the
notion of streams, but the formalisation of this
concept is done in different ways: The input and
output streams of a Focus component are map-
pings of natural numbers N to single messages
and, in the case of timed streams, to
√
present-
ing the clock ticks. The FocusST input and out-
put streams of a component are always timed.
They are formalised as a mapping from N to lists
of messages that are transmitted within the cor-
responding time intervals. Thus, FocusSThas
streams of two kinds (T ∗ denotes a list of ele-
ments of type T ):
• Infinite timed streams M∞ to specify the in-
put and the output streams are formalised by
N → T ∗;
• Finite timed streams M ∗ to specify timed
streams truncated at some point of time are
formalised by (T ∗) ∗.
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3 FLEXRAY PROTOCOL
A FlexRay-based system is built from a num-
ber of nodes, connected via a network cable. The
nodes might have different configurations. On
each node
• a FlexRay Controller is running (a network
cable connects the FlexRay controllers of all
nodes)
• a number of automotive applications are run-
ning.
The FlexRay message transmission model is
based on rounds: each round consist of a constant
number of slots, time intervals of the same length.
A node can broadcast its messages to other nodes
at statically defined slots. At most one node can
do it during any slot. A high level architecture of
FlexRay is presented in Figure 1.
FlexRayController(c1)	  
FlexRayController(cn)	  
Cable	   recv	  
send1	  
sendn	  
…	  
store1	  
storen	  
get1	  
getn	  
return1	  
returnn	  
Figure 1: Architecture of the FlexRay protocol
To specify FlexRay formally, the following data
types are defined:
• A FlexRay message consists of a message ID
and the actual data that provided by the
a fault-tolerant communication layer FTCom
(Fault-Tolerant Communication, cf. [24]) of
the OSEKtime operationg system [25]:
Message = msg (msgID : N, ftcdata : Data)
• A FlexRay frame consists of a slot ID and pay-
load (the messages that have to be transmit-
ted), which is defined as a finite list of type
Message
Frame = frame(slot : N, data : Message ∗)
• A FlexRay bus configuration Config onsists
of the scheduling table schedule of a node
and the length of the communication round
cLength:
Config = conf (schedule : N ∗, cLength : N
A scheduling table of a node consists of a num-
ber of slots in which this node should be send-
ing a frame with the corresponding identifier
(identifier that is equal to the slot).
3.1 Logical components of the
system
Even having small changes in the syntax might
lead to a significant increase of readability and
understandability of a formal language. For ex-
ample, numbering the formulas allowing implicit
constructs can be very helpful. To increase the
readability of FocusST , we use so-called implicit
else-case constructs:
• if there is no explicit mentioning of the value
of an output stream for a particular transac-
tion, then the corresponding time interval of
this stream should be empty;
• if there is no explicit mentioning of the value
of a variable after a particular transaction,
then this variable should keep its current
value.
FlexRayArch (c1, ..., cn ∈ Config) timed
in return1, ..., returnn : Frame
out store1, ..., storen : Frame; get1, ..., getn : N
loc send1, . . . , sendn , recv : Frame
asm
A1 ∀ i ∈ [1..n] : msg1(returni)
A2 DisjointSchedules(c1, . . . , cn)
A3 IdenticCycleLength(c1, . . . , cn)
gar
G1 (recv) := Cable(send1, . . . , sendn)
G2 ∀ i ∈ [1..n] :
(storei , sendi , geti) :=
FlexRayController(ci)(returni , recv)
Figure 2: FlexRay Architecture specified in FocusST
Figure 2 presents the architecture of the FlexRay
communication protocol specified in FocusST .
Its assumption-part consists of three constraints:
A1: all bus configurations have disjoint scheduling
tables,
A2: all bus configurations have the equal length of
the communication round,
A3: each controller can receive at most one data
frame each time interval from the environ-
ment’ of the system.
The guarantee-part represents architecture of the
FlexRay communication protocol: the system
consists of the component Cable and n compo-
nents FlexRay Controller (one controller compo-
nent for each of n nodes).
The component Cable represents the trans-
mission properties of a physical network cable:
every received FlexRay frame has to be resent to
all connected nodes, cf. Figure 3. Thus, if one
of the controllers send a frame, it should be be
transmitted to all nodes, i.e., to all other con-
trollers in the system. The specification has only
one formula in the assumption part: it expresses
that all input streams of this component have to
be disjoint. This assumption is fulfilled due to
the properties of the FlexRayController compo-
nents and the overall system assumption that the
scheduling tables of all nodes are disjoint (cf. as-
sumption A2 of the FlexRayArch specification).
The guarantee part of this specification has also
only one formula: the predicate Broadcast speci-
fied in in Section 3.2 below.
Cable timed
in send1, ..., sendn : Frame
out recv : Frame
asm
A1 disjinf(send1, ..., sendn)
gar
G1 Broadcast(send1, ..., sendn , recv)
Figure 3: Specification of the cable component
The specification FlexRayController represent
the controller component for a single node, cf.
Figure 4. The specification does not have any
assumptions on the input streams of this compo-
nent, which is highlighted by true in the assump-
tion part. The guarantee-part represents archi-
tecture of this component, as this component is
is a composite one and is built from the compo-
nents Scheduler and BusInterface.
Scheduler activates BusInterface according to
the FlexRay schedule, cf. Figure 5: every time
t interval, which is equal (modulo the length of
the FlexRay communication cycle) to some frame
identifier i , the frame with this identifier. The
FlexRayController(c ∈ Config) timed
in return, recv : Frame
out store, send : Frame; get : N
loc activation : N
asm true
gar
G1 (activation) := Scheduler(c)
G2 (store, send , get) :=
BusInterface(activation, return, recv)
Figure 4: Specification of the controller component
Scheduler(c ∈ Config) timed
out activation : N
univ s ∈ N
asm true
gar
G1 ∀ t ∈ N :
s ∈ schedule(c) → activationt = 〈s〉
where s = mod(t , cycleLength(c))
Figure 5: Specification of the scheduler component
BusInterface timed
in activation : N; return, recv : Frame
out send , store : Frame; get : N
asm true
gar
G1 Receive(recv , store, activation)
G2 Send(return, send , get , activation)
Figure 6: Specification of the bus interface component
frame identifier corresponds in the scheduler table
to the number of the slot in the communication
round.
BusInterface (cf. Figure 6) specifies the inter-
action with other nodes of the FlexRay system,
i.e., on what time interval what FlexRay frame
must be send from the node, and how the sended
frames should be received. The component is
specified using by two auxiliary predicates, Send
and Receive, described in Section 3.2.
3.2 Auxiliary predicates
We define the following auxiliary predicates to
specify the FlexRay protocol: DisjointSched-
ules, IdenticCycleLength, and FrameTransmis-
sion, Broadcast, Send and Receive, cf. Figure 7.
A sheaf of channels of type Config
• fulfils the predicate DisjointSchedules, if all
bus configurations have disjoint scheduling ta-
bles;
• fulfils the predicate IdenticCycleLength, if all
bus configurations have the equal length of the
communication round.
The predicate FrameTransmission defines the
correct message transmission: if the time interval
t is equal (modulo the length of the FlexRay com-
munication round) to the element of the scheduler
table of the node k , then only the node k is al-
lowed to send data at the tth time interval.
The predicate Broadcast describes properties
of FlexRay broadcast. The predicates Send and
Receive define the Focus relations on the streams
to represent respectively data send and data re-
ceive by FlexRay controller.
3.3 Specification of requirements
The specification FlexRayReq represents require-
ments on the protocol, cf. Figure 8: If the
scheduling tables are correct in terms of the pred-
icates DisjointSchedules (all bus configurations
have disjoint scheduling tables) and IdenticCycle-
Length (all bus configurations have the equal
length of the communication round), and also
the FlexRay component receives in every time in-
terval at most one message from each node (via
channels returni , 1 ≤ i ≤ n), then
• the frame transmission must be correct in
terms of the predicate FrameTransmission;
• FlexRay component sends in every time in-
terval at most one message to each node via
channels geti and storei , 1 ≤ i ≤ n).
Please note that the assumption part of this spec-
ification is equal to the assumption part of the
specification FlexRayArch.
To demonstrate that the specified FlexRay
system fulfils the requirements we need to prove
DisjointSchedules
c1, ..., cn ∈ Config
∀ i , j ∈ [1..n], j 6= i :
∀ x ∈ rng.schedule(ci), y ∈ rng.schedule(cj ) :
x 6= y
IdenticCycleLength
c1, ..., cn ∈ Config
∀ i , j ∈ [1..n] :
cycleLength(ci) = cycleLength(cj )
FrameTransmission
store1, ..., storen , return1, ..., returnn ∈ Frame ω
get1, ..., getn ∈ N ω
c1, ..., cn ∈ Config
∀ t ∈ N, k ∈ [1..n] :
let s = mod(t , cycleLength(ck )) in
s ∈ schedule(ck ) →
get tk = 〈s〉 ∧
∀ j ∈ [1..n], j 6= k : storetj = returntk
Broadcast
send1, ..., sendn , recv ∈ Frame ω
∀ t ∈ N :
∃ k ∈ [1...n] : send tk 6= 〈〉 → recv t = send tk
Send
return, send ∈ Frame ω; get , activation ∈ N ω
∀ t ∈ N :
activationt 6= 〈〉 →
get t = activationt ∧ send t = returnt
Receive
recv , store ∈ Frame ω; activation ∈ N ω
∀ t ∈ N :
activationt = 〈〉 → storet = recv t
Figure 7: Specifications of the auxiliary predicates
that the specification FlexRayArch is a refinement
of the specification FlexRayReq.
FlexRayReq (c1, ..., cn ∈ Config) timed
in r1, . . . , rn : Frame
out s1, . . . , sn : Frame; g1, . . . , gn : N
asm
A1 ∀ i ∈ [1..n] : msg1(ri)
A2 DisjointSchedules(c1, . . . , cn)
A3 IdenticCycleLength(c1, . . . , cn)
gar
G1 FrameTransmission(r1, . . . , rn ,
s1, . . . , sn , g1, . . . , gn , c1, . . . , cn)
G1 ∀ i ∈ [1..n] :
msg1(gi) ∧msg1(si)
Figure 8: Specifications of the FlexRay requirements
4 RELATED WORK
4.1 FocusST
A systematic review of the Focus related ap-
proaches, incl. FocusST , as well as on the
case studies they were applied on, was presented
in [40]. Spatio-temporal models for formal analy-
sis and property-based testing were presented in
[1, 2] by Alzahrani et al. The authors aimed to
to apply property-based testing on FocusSTand
TLA models with temporal properties. Another
approach based on FocusST , allows analysis of
component dependencies [38]. This was later ex-
tended to framework for formal analysis of depen-
dencies among services [43].
A number of case studies on the modelling of
autonomous systems were presented in [44, 45,
47, 33]. There are also a number of specification
ans software development methodologies apply-
ing FocusST , cf. [4, 5, 3, 10, 11, 42, 48, 14, 15].
An approach introduced by Doby et al. [9] uti-
lized Focus to provide an efficient hazard and
impact analysis for automotive mechatronics sys-
tems.
4.2 FlexRay
Timing analysis of the FlexRay communication
protocol were discussed in [27].
Message scheduling for the static and dynamic
segments of FlexRay were analysed in [29] and
[28] respectively. There are many approaches on
schedule optimization of the static segment, cf.
[21, 16, 53, 8, 30, 51].
A formal verification of the clock synchroniza-
tion algorithm and of the bus guardian of FlexRay
was conducted at INRIA [54]. In our research, we
focused on the verification of the communication
properties of the protocol.
Performance analysis of the FlexRay-based
networks was discussed in [13, 7]. An optimiza-
tion method for FlexRay network parameters was
proposed in [26].
A comparison of TTP/C with FlexRay proto-
col was presented in [17]. A comparison of time-
triggered Ethernet with FlexRay was introduced
in [49]. CAN, TTCAN, FlexRay and LIN proto-
cols in passenger vehicles were also compared in
[50].
An approach for application of time-triggered
paradigm (incl. the OSEKtime and FlexRay as-
pects) to the domain of autonomous systems [47].
An implementation of FlexRay communication
controller protocol with application to a robot
system was introduced in [52].
5 CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a formal specification of
the FlexRay protocol using the FocusST frame-
work. This work extends or previous research of
formal specifications of this protocol using Fo-
cus formal language and demonstrates the vi-
sual improvements as well as the simplifications
of the specifications, which initial versions were
presented in [31, 32].
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